Institution Single-Site User License

THIS LICENSE IS AGREED the __________ day of ________________________ 20____

Between
The American Physical Society (“Publisher”)
located at One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD, USA, 20740 and

Institution Name: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ (“Licensee”)

Full Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________

City_________________________State/Province_________________________Country_________________________Postal Code_________________________

APS Account Number (If Known): _____________________________

Subscription Agent Name: ___________________________________________________

WHEREAS the Publisher holds the rights granted under this License.

AND WHEREAS the Licensee desires to use the rights and the Publisher desires to grant to the Licensee the license to use the rights for the subscription fee, subject to the terms and conditions of this License.

JOURNAL TITLES (“Licensed Materials”)
Owned & Copyrighted by the American Physical Society

Physical Review Letters
Physical Review X - OPEN ACCESS
PRX Energy - OPEN ACCESS
PRX Life - OPEN ACCESS
PRX Quantum- OPEN ACCESS
Reviews of Modern Physics
Physical Review A
Physical Review B
Physical Review C
Physical Review D
Physical Review E
Physical Review Research - OPEN ACCESS
Physical Review Accelerators and Beams - OPEN ACCESS
Physical Review Applied
Physical Review Fluids
Physical Review Materials
Physical Review Physics Education Research - OPEN ACCESS
Physics - OPEN ACCESS
Physical Review Online Archive (PROLA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSN and CODENS</th>
<th>Librarian Portal</th>
<th>Web Site</th>
<th>APS Technical Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
The Publisher agrees to grant to the Licensee the non-exclusive and non-transferable right to give Authorized Users access to the subscribed Licensed Materials via a secure network for the purposes of research, teaching and private study, subject to the terms and conditions of this License, and the Licensee agrees to pay the published annual subscription fee.

1. **Authorized Site.** An Authorized Site is a localized site (one geographical location) that is under a single administration and may be academic or nonacademic. For organizations located in more than one city, each city is considered to be a different site. For organizations, which have multiple locations in the same city and are administered independently, each location is considered to be a different site. No access from remote campuses or remote sites or other forms of subscription sharing is allowed under this License.

2. **Authorized User.** An Authorized User is any individual who is an employee, faculty, staff, or student officially affiliated with the Licensee and persons with legal access to the Licensee's collections and facilities on-site. Authorized Users may be persons remote from the Licensee’s physical location whose access is administered from the Licensee’s Authorized Site. This License extends only to the Licensee and such Authorized Users and may not be transferred or extended.

3. **IP Addresses.** The Licensee shall be identified and authenticated by their Internet Protocol addresses or ranges (IPs) as indicated in Appendix A. The Licensee is responsible for providing IPs to the Publisher, and for managing expired or inaccurate IPs associated with the Licensee’s account. APS will only accept IPs owned by or are for the sole use of the subscriber. All IPs are subject to review and approval by the APS technical staff. APS reserves the right to reject any IPs failing to fulfill these criteria. Licensee shall use reasonable efforts to prevent access by unauthorized individuals to its authorized IPs, and terminate any unauthorized access of which it has actual notice or knowledge. APS does not allow IP sharing across multiple institutions or accounts. Licensee shall not share IPs with unauthorized users for access to the Licensed Materials. Licensee shall at all times use commercially reasonable efforts to use the Licensed Materials in a secure environment and provide adequate protection for and have in place appropriate security policies, procedures, access control methodologies and network protection techniques to safeguard access to the Licensed Materials.

4. **Usage Statistics.** COUNTER-compliant usage reports are available via the Publisher’s Platform. Licensee can register at http://counter.aps.org/. For more information, visit the Librarian Portal at http://librarians.aps.org/ or contact help@aps.org for assistance.

5. **Permitted Use.**
   
   A. The Authorized Users are permitted online access to the subscribed Licensed Materials and may download, save, or print text, search results, or other information from the subscribed Licensed Materials solely for their private use or research and may only use this online access in a way that conforms with all applicable laws and regulations. The Licensee may include articles from the subscribed Licensed Materials in educational coursepacks in print or digital form for distribution to Authorized Users for their use in connection with classroom instruction or in reserves (print or digital), which are to be deleted by the Licensee within 30 days after the end of the semester in which the related course concludes.

   B. The Publisher grants the Licensee and Authorized Users permission to use brief quotations from the subscribed Licensed Materials, with proper copyright notice to the source, and to copy and transmit content from individual articles in “person-to-person” and non-systematic scholarly exchanges of information between Authorized Users and specific individuals.

   C. The Licensee agrees that use of the subscribed Licensed Materials by Authorized Users other than indicated above is a violation of the terms of this License. Any other use of the Licensed Materials requires the written permission of the copyright holder.

   D. Interlibrary Loan: Individual articles contained in the subscribed Licensed Materials may be supplied to another library, provided the electronic file is deleted immediately after printing, for the purpose of research or private study and not for commercial use.

   E. The Licensee may transcribe any portion of Licensed Materials into Braille script, enlarged type or other appropriate versions in order to allow Authorized Users with disabilities to access Licensed Materials.
6. Prohibitions on Certain Use.
   A. The Licensee shall not knowingly permit anyone other than Authorized Users to use the Licensed Materials. Altering, recompiling, systematic or programmatic copying, reselling, redistributing, publishing or republishing (beyond the uses permitted under Section 5) of any journal text, output, search result, or other information from the Licensed Materials, or any portion thereof, including without limitation, copyright, proprietary and/or other legal notices contained therein, in any form or medium is prohibited.

   B. Systematic or programmatic downloading of the Licensed Materials (for example, downloading entire journal issues), for service bureau redistribution services, printing for fee-for-service purposes and/or the systematic making of print or electronic copies is prohibited. Downloading portions of the Licensed Materials for the purpose of creating systematic and persistent local copies (not including transient, dynamic caches of individually requested material) is prohibited.

   C. All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved to the stated Publisher of the Licensed Materials. The Authorized Users may not circumvent the Publisher, access control systems or use Publisher systems or services to make an attempt to gain unauthorized access to any other system or network.

   D. In the event that abusive usage of the online access threatens the integrity and effectiveness of the Publisher’s online distribution system, the Publisher has the right to discontinue access immediately and will inform the subscriber of the abuse within one business day. Online access will be restored as soon as practical after the abuse is corrected.

7. Publisher Warrants.
   A. The Publisher shall:
      i. use reasonable efforts to ensure that the server has adequate capacity and bandwidth to support the usage of the Licensee at a level that meets the standards of availability for information services of similar scope operating via the World Wide Web, as such standards evolve from time to time over the term of this License.
      ii. use reasonable efforts to make the subscribed Licensed Materials available to the Licensee and to Authorized Users at all times and on a twenty-four hour basis, save for routine maintenance (which shall be notified to the Licensee in advance wherever possible), and to restore access to the subscribed Licensed Materials as soon as possible in the event of an interruption or suspension of the service.

   B. The Publisher shall not, and shall not seek to, collect personal data in relation to any Authorized User other than as is reasonably and properly required for the administration of this License, and shall fully comply with its obligations under the applicable data protection laws in relation to the collection, use, retention and appropriate security of any such personal data processing.

   C. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THIS LICENSE, THE PUBLISHER MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF DESIGN, ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE LICENSED MATERIALS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OF USE FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE LICENSED MATERIALS ARE SUPPLIED ‘AS IS’.

   D. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THIS LICENSE, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL THE PUBLISHER BE LIABLE TO THE LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PERSON, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO AUTHORIZED USERS, FOR ANY SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER ARISING OUT OF THE INABILITY TO USE, OR THE USE OF, THE LICENSED MATERIALS. IRRESPECTIVE OF THE CAUSE OR FORM OF ACTION, THE PUBLISHER’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIMS, LOSSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY BREACH OF THIS LICENSE SHALL IN NO CIRCUMSTANCES EXCEED THE SUBSCRIPTION FEE PAID BY LICENSEE TO THE PUBLISHER UNDER THIS LICENSE IN RESPECT OF THE SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD DURING WHICH SUCH CLAIM, LOSS OR DAMAGE OCCURRED. THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF THE SUCCESS OR EFFECTIVENESS OF OTHER REMEDIES.
8. Licensee Warrants.

A. The Licensee shall:

i. use reasonable efforts to ensure that all Authorized Users are aware of the importance of respecting the intellectual property rights in the Licensed Materials and of the terms and conditions of this License, and use reasonable efforts to notify Authorized Users of the terms and conditions of this License and take steps to protect the Licensed Materials from unauthorized use or other breach of this License.

ii. use reasonable efforts to monitor compliance and immediately upon becoming aware of any unauthorized use or other breach, inform the Publisher and take all reasonable and appropriate steps, both to ensure that such activity ceases and to prevent any recurrence.

9. Responsibility by Both Parties. To the extent permitted by applicable law, each party shall use its best efforts to safeguard the intellectual property, confidential information and proprietary rights of the other party.

10. Copyright. The Licensed Materials, except where explicitly noted, including abstracts, are copyrighted by the Publisher and are subject to all applicable copyright, database protection, and other rights of the Publisher as copyright owner and Publisher under laws of the United States and other countries.

11. Official Version of Record. The Publisher will use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the online version of the journal corresponds in content with the print version. In the event of any discrepancy between the print and online versions, the online version will be the official version of record.

12. Term. This License shall commence on the date signed and will remain in effect so long as the Licensee maintains a current online subscription to the Licensed Materials. This License will terminate:

A. if and when the subscription lapses;

B. upon a determination by the Publisher that the Licensee has unknowingly or unintentionally violated any term or condition of this License and upon notice to the Licensee of such violation, the License will terminate unless within ten (10) business days after receiving written or e-mail notice of the violation, the Licensee implements procedures, reasonably satisfactory to the Licensee, to prevent future violations;

C. upon three months’ written notice by either party.

13. Archival Rights. The Publisher will use reasonable efforts to maintain an archive of its entire electronic journal content. In particular, the Publisher maintains three complete and continuously updated mirror sites for all of its content from the present back to 1893, distributed widely across the United States, and also deposits the full Publisher content with Portico.

The Licensed Materials are produced by the Publisher as a PDF collection and may be purchased separately. The files for archival purposes are distributed on CD-ROMs and can be mounted on the Licensee’s local server. The use of these Licensed Materials remains subject to the terms and conditions of this License.

14. General

A. This License constitutes the entire agreement of the parties and supersedes all prior communications, understandings and agreements relating to the subject matter of this License, whether oral or written.

B. This License may not be assigned by either party to any other person or organization, nor may either party subcontract any of its obligations, except as provided in this License in respect of the management and operation of the Licensed Materials, without the prior written consent of the other party, which consent shall not unreasonably be withheld.

C. Any notices to be served on either of the parties by the other shall be sent by prepaid recorded delivery or registered mail to the address of the addressee as set out in this License or to such other address as notified by either party to the other as its address for service of notices.

D. Neither party’s delay or failure to perform any provision of this License, as result of circumstances beyond its control (including, without limitation, war, strikes, floods, governmental restrictions, power, telecommunications or Internet
failures, or damage to or destruction of any network facilities) shall be deemed to be, or to give rise to, a breach of this License.

E. The invalidity or un-enforceability of any provision of this License shall not affect the continuation or enforceability of the remainder of this License.

F. Either party’s waiver, or failure, to require performance by the other, of any provision of this License will not affect its full right to require such performance at any subsequent time, or be taken or held to be a waiver of the provision itself.

I have read and agree to adhere to and abide by all the terms and conditions stated above, and I certify that I am authorized to sign this License on behalf of the Licensee identified above.

Print Name: _________________________________
Title: _________________________________
Signature: _________________________________
Date: _________________________________

Please mail, email or fax this completed and signed license to:

APS Subscription Services
One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD, USA, 20740
Fax: 301-209-0844
Email: subs@aps.org

Any questions regarding this license should be sent to the APS Subscription Services at subs@aps.org or call 301-209-3202.
APPENDIX A
Licensee IP Addresses/Ranges

The Licensee may access the subscribed Licensed Materials through IP addresses or IP address ranges. Each computer that accesses the Internet is assigned an IP address, commonly represented as four number groups separated by dots, e.g. 198.162.123.154. All computers on a local area network or subnet may have the first two or three number groups in common. Access to the subscribed Licensed Materials are authenticated and authorized through the IP addresses or IP address ranges you provide. Please consult your network administrator for accurate IP addresses/ranges.

You may submit up to 12 IP addresses/or ranges (Class B, Class C, and single station) via this Appendix. If you need any help or if you use proxy servers, please contact the APS Technical Help Desk at help@aps.org with any questions. All IP addresses are subject to additional review by Publisher technical staff.

Please type your IP addresses/ranges in the following formats:

Class B Network – Enter the first two (network) numbers and use asterisks for the host addresses, e.g. 145.34.*.*

Class C Network – Enter the first three network numbers and use asterisks for the host address, e.g. 145.34.128.* (Ranges are acceptable, e.g. 145.34.128.* – 145.34.149.*)

Single Station – Type all four numbers, e.g. 145.34.128.62 (Ranges are acceptable, e.g. 145.34.128.62 – 145.34.128.86)

Enter your IP Addresses and/or IP Address Ranges:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Enter your fully qualified Internet domain name: ________________________________

Please provide the following required network administrator contact information:

Name: _____________________________ Tel: ________________________________

Email: _____________________________ Fax: ________________________________

NOTE: This is the person that will be contacted with regards to violations of this License. To update this contact information, please visit http://librarians.aps.org and log in to your account.

Revised August 2024